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Brief Description:  Concerning conservation districts' rates and charges.

Sponsors:  Senate Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development (originally 
sponsored by Senators Hatfield, Hobbs and Honeyford).

Senate Committee on Agriculture, Water & Rural Economic Development
House Committee on Local Government
House Committee on Finance

Background:  A conservation district (CD) is a governmental subdivision of the state, 
exercising public powers.  However, it may not levy taxes or issue bonds.

Besides acceptance of gifts and grants, CDs are funded by one of two options, but not both.  

Special Assessments. Special assessments are one funding option.  Activities and programs 
to conserve natural resources are declared to be of special benefit to lands and may be used 
as the basis to impose special assessments.  The special assessments are imposed by the 
county legislative authority of the county in which the CD lies and for periods not to exceed 
ten years each.

The supervisors of the CD, its governing body, must hold a public hearing on a proposed 
system of assessments.  The supervisors then file the proposed system of assessments with 
the county legislative authority which then holds its public hearing.  The findings of the 
county legislative authority are final and conclusive, specifically that both the public interest 
will be served and that the special assessments will not exceed the special benefit the land 
will receive from the CD's activities.

The system of assessments must (1) classify the lands within the CD based on the benefits 
incurred; (2) state an annual per-acre rate of assessment for each classification; and (3) 
indicate the total amount of special assessments proposed to be obtained from each 
classification.  The assessment rate must be stated for each classification as either an annual 
per-acre amount up to $0.10 per acre or as a flat rate per parcel up to $5 per parcel, or up to 
$10 per parcel if the population of the county is over 1.5 million, plus a uniform annual rate 
per acre.
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This analysis was prepared by non-partisan legislative staff for the use of legislative 
members in their deliberations. This analysis is not a part of the legislation nor does it 
constitute a statement of legislative intent.
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Rates and Charges. Rates and charges are the other funding option.  These are approved by 
resolution of the county legislative authority.  The CD may propose to the county legislative 
authority a system of rates and charges which the county may consider, in its discretion.  

The CD's proposed system of rates and charges may consider any matters that present a 
reasonable difference as grounds for distinction including the income level of the people 
served, including senior citizens and the disabled; property used by nonprofit charities as 
defined in the federal tax law and the state corporations act; the character and use of the land; 
the benefits the land will receive; and the services the CD will furnish.

The assessment rate for rates and charges may be stated as either an annual per-acre amount 
up to $0.10 per acre or as a flat rate per parcel up to $5 per parcel, or up to $10 per parcel if 
the population of the county is over 1.5 million, plus an annual per-acre amount.

The populations of the following counties are over 480,000 and less than 1.5 million:  Pierce, 
Snohomish and Spokane.

Summary:  In setting its proposed system of rates and charges, a CD may consider the 
natural resource needs within the district and the capacity of the district to provide services, 
improvements, or both as reasonable differences justifying a distinction.

An intermediate tier of rates and charges is established.  For counties with populations 
between 480,000 and 1.5 million the maximum per-parcel rate cannot exceed $10.  For 
counties with populations of over 1.5 million – only King at this time – the maximum per-
parcel rate is raised from $10 to $15.

Votes on Final Passage:  

Senate 30 18
House 65 32

Effective:  July 24, 2015
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